
FAQs (École des hautes études en sciences sociales {EHESS}) 

Q1. Do you accept students of any nationalities? If not, who are not eligible?  

A1. Yes. All nationalities are accepted. 

Q2. Will exchange students be allowed and able to take courses offered by other schools at the University? 

A2. All seminars are open to exchange students. The access to the Master in Economics (APE, PPD) is restricted and requires 
prior studies in the same field (high level). 

Q3. Are there any academic requirements for MA exchange students while at the University? (e.g. Exchange students are 
required to take X number of courses and can take up to X number of courses.) 

A3. MA students are free to validate seminars or just attend without passing exams. 

Q4. Are there any academic requirements for Ph.D. exchange students while at the University? 

A4. PHD Students can’t obtain credits or marks. The professor in charge of the mentorship can edit certificate of attendance. 

Q5. Are there any additional application documents to be submitted if the applicant is Ph.D. student? 

A5. No 

Q6. Will exchange students be able to take local language classes free of charge at the University? 

A6. EHESS offers “French applied to the Social Sciences” courses free of charge and language buddy programme. We don’t have 
beginner level courses. 

Q7. Tell us the required language proficiency. Do you accept a TOEIC score as a certificate of English language proficiency? 

A7. As most of the seminar are in French, we recommend the student to have a good command in French. Research stay for Phd 
Students can be done in English, upon acceptation of the professor who supervises the stay. 

Q8. Will students with an academic degree from an institution in an English speaking country be exempted from submitting a 
certificate of English language proficiency? 

A8. We accept all certification in French, including attestation made by home university. 

Q9. Are there any requirements/regulations at the University exchange program applicants should be particularly aware of? 

A9. All students need to register on etudiant-etranger.ameli.fr for coverage of their health care expenses throughout their time 
in French higher education. Registration is mandatory and free of charge and will entitle you to reimbursement of your 
health care expenses. To be reimbursed for your health care expenses at the highest possible rate, you can take out 
supplementary health care coverage or coverage from a mutual fund ("mutuelle"). 

Q10. Are there any requirements regarding enrolment period at the University exchange program applicants should be 
particularly aware of? (Minimum or Maximum study period in Waseda University before participating in exchange program) 

A10. Maximum period of exchange is 1 year. 

Q11. Will exchange students be able to do internship at a company or international organization during the semester 
exchange program? If so, is there any support to find the institute from the University? 

A11. We don’t have internship programme. 

Q12. Do you have any dormitories where exchange students are allowed to stay? 

A12. EHESS has 15 rooms for exchange students. A selection is made every semester. 

Q13. Please describe the procedure for obtaining the visa and the required documents. 

A13. Exchange students has to apply for a student visa by themselves, using the admission letter. We assist them if they 
encounters difficulties. 

Q14. Please send us the list or URL of the courses which exchange students can take. 

A14. No restrictions for exchange students. Online course catalog : https://www.ehess.fr/fr/séminaires  

https://www.ehess.fr/fr/s%C3%A9minaires

